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Question: 378
Which three characteristics make non-profit organizations vulnerable to misuse for terrorist financing?
A . Enjoying the public trust
B . Having access to a considerable sources of funds
C . Being listed as government nonprofit organization
D . Having a global presence for national and international operations and financial transactions

Answer: A, B, D

Question: 379
Which AML standards have force of law?
A . Standards as defined in the Third European Union Money Laundering Directive (2005/60/EC)
B . Standards as defined by the United Nations (UN)
C . Standards as defined by World Bank / International Monetary Fund (IMF)
D . 40 Recommendations

Answer: A

Question: 380
Which element is generally required of all anti-money laundering programs?
A . A computer-based suspicious activity monitoring system
B . A qualified compliance officer to manage the program
C . Annual in-person AML training for all employees
D . An enhanced due diligence program for all new customers

Answer: B

Question: 381
How do drug traffickers and other criminals use the fine art industry to disguise illicit proceeds?
A . They use forged or fraudulent invoicing of priceless works of art by auction houses
B . They commingle legitimate and illicit proceeds by principals for payment of fine art
C . They immediately resell priceless works of art after purchase from a foreign auction house
D . They use anonymous agents to buy the art and have the payment wired from offshore havens

Answer: D

Question: 382
A remittance company received a money order from a senior political figure m the Philippines to transfer a large sum of money to a charity group in the Philippines. A review of the charity group revealed a director having dose ties with
a known terrorist group primarily financed through kidnapping and extortion.
What is a key risk indicator associated with terrorism financing?
A . The sender is a Political Exposed Person (PEP) and should be subject to enhanced due diligence
B . A large sum sent by money order to a charity
C . There is no risk relating of terrorism financing when the charity group is operating legitimately in that country
D . There is a link between the charity group and a known terrorist group

Answer: D

Question: 383
What should be part of an institution’s monitoring and STR filing process? Choose 3 answers
A . Review on a regular basis of all high-risk accounts and transactions
B . Review of STR filing trends and typologies
C . Periodic training on the identification of red flags
D . Requirement that the Board of Directors approve the filing of an STR

Answer: A, B, C

Question: 384
Which example describes the vulnerability of the securities sector for money laundering?
A . A nonC . person seeks to open a brokerage account with a
E . broker-dealer
F . A broker-dealer must have a customer identification program in place
G . Broker-dealers generally have a higher percentage of inexperienced staff
H . Compensation for broker-dealers is generally based on commissions

Answer: D

Question: 385
The purpose of an anti-money laundering program should be to do what?
A . Detect all illegal activity perpetrated by customers
B . Avoid criticism and sanctions from government regulators
C . Focus monitoring efforts on riskier transactions and customers
D . Detect and report cash structuring and suspicious wire transactions

Answer: C

Question: 386
Why would a credit card account likely not be used in the placement stage of money laundering?
A . Customer identification is required
B . Cash payments are generally restricted
C . Credit refunds have a waiting period
D . Credit cards can access ATMs globally

Answer: B
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